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Business Insurance Is Out of Control
Some industries have seen rate increases as
much as 100 percent and greater recently
By: Paul Hughes, MBA '98, phuqhes@risktransferinc.com

Paul and Pau l Jr. "PJ''

TERRORISM & WAR
The mere availability of
insurance has become an
issue for most, with
uninsured exposures in
areas such as terrorism
and acts of war now
common

FIRST LOSS EVER
2001 was the first year the
property and casualty
industry suffered a net
loss.

1
2
3
4

The average rate increase in property and casualty insurance is 31 percent
1
nationwide, providing for unplanned expenditures and uninsurable exposures.
Businesses both large and small are being shocked with unprecedented rate
increases in their business insurance, a necessity of any employer that is difficult
to immediately pass on to clients or vendors. Because business contracts often
last for over 12 months, and insurance policy premiums are only fixed for 12
months, there can be a considerable impact on profitability if these costs are not
accurately predicted. The mere availability of insurance has become an issue for
most, with uninsured exposures in areas such as terrorism and acts of war now
common after the attacks of September 11.
Because of these uninsured
exposures, the balance sheets and valuations of public and private entities,
respectively, have been questioned and the credit-worthiness of bondholders
reevaluated due to perceived instability of assets. Is an asset such as the Sears
Tower or Walt Disney World now worth the same amount if it is exposed to
uninsurable risk? Should financial lenders require property owners to purchase
specialty terrorist coverage at exorbitant premiums or price the risk into their
lending rates?
Besides property, rates in medical malpractice, workers'
compensation and director's and officer's insurance have all spiked dramatically.
Unlike any other time in history, the cost of insurance is forcing a variety of
businesses to rethink their business models, or shut their doors.
In the year 2001, the property and casualty insurance industry suffered its first net
loss ever, $7.9 billion versus a previous year profit of $20.6 billion. 2 For every
dollar that the industry brought in , it is anticipated that $1.16 will ultimately be paid
out in loss and expense. Reinsurance carriers, entities that insure insurance
companies, paid out $1.46 for each $1.00 of premium. Three of the top ten losses
in history occurred in this year according to the Insurance Services Offices, most
3
notably the terrorist attacks of September 11.
September 11 losses alone are
estimated to be between $30 billion and $70 billion, a number that represents
anywhere between 10 and 25 percent of the industry's surplus (assets) as a whole,
without considering ceded premiums to foreign insurers such as Lloyds of London.
The liability for the airline companies, the injuries and loss of life to working
employees and the catastrophic property loss were all absorbed by this industry.
This event, a long with heavy liability losses related to financial meltdowns at Enron
and Anderson Consulting and a continuing surge in overall litigation, has resulted
in an insurance marketplace wrought with chaos. In fact, Tillinghast-Towers Perrin
predicts that tort costs could increase twice as fast as the economy in the next few
years, amounting to $298 billion in 2005, or 2.4 percent of the US gross domestic
4
product. Since 1994, average jury awards in tort cases as a whole has tripled to
$1.2 million, medical malpractice awards have tripled to $3.5 million and product

Independent Agent, "Hard Market Unchanged", May, 2002.
Best Wire Services, "P/C Industry Suffers Firs~Ever Annual Net Loss", AM Best, April 16, 2002.
BestWeek,"P/C Industry's 2001 Was Worst Ever'', Excerpt, May 27, 2002, Release 21.
Forbes, "The Tort Mess", Michael Reeves, April, 2002.
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liability cases have quadrupled to $6.8 million. The culmination of these events
has brought turmoil to a usually mundane industry, and is threatening the future of
how business is conducted.
Prior to the events of September 11 , pricing increases in workers' compensation
and property were 30-100 percent above the previous year renewal rates . Results
in workers' compensation alone had seen a trend of deteriorating results lasting
the last six years, with the most recent year predicting a loss and expense payout
6
of $1 .36 for each $1 of premiums countrywide.
Insurance rarriers collect and
invest premiums, and then pay out losses over time. Loss and expense payout
can sometimes last up to ten years, allowing the industry to offset underwriting
losses with investment income. The recent economic downturn could not have
happened at a worse time, causing investment income losses to carriers at the
same time that they have been torpedoed by negative underwriting results. As a
result, capacity for business insurance has dramatically decreased, causing pricing
increases in some lines in excess of 700 percent and a total loss of capacity to
write other product lines such as medical malpractice and property insurance. In
the fourth quarter of 2001, 90 percent of medium to large businesses experienced
7
increases in their business insurance costs of over 10 percent. Executives will
need to make some tough decisions regarding the management of their
enterprises' risk, and the cost effectiveness to mitigate it.

MOST IMPACTED BUSINESS IN SURANCE LINES
To follow is an overview of the four business insurance lines that have been the
most influenced by the occurrences of 2001, and how these lines will change the
ability for many companies to do business as they know it.
Workers' Compensation (Comp)

WORKERS' COMP
Rates for many will rise by
25% to 100%

Most Impacted : All business groups at minimum 10 percent increases, with over
50 percent experiencing 25- 100 percent jumps in premiums. Crisis is most severe
for healthcare entities, heavy construction contractors, transportation companies,
targets of terrorism and entities with heavy concentrations of white-collar
employees in centralized locations.

In all states, with the exception of Texas, any business with four or more
employees is mandated to carry workers' compensation insurance. Enacted
during the industrial revolution, workers' comp provides employees with medical
and disability payments in return for the employer's protection from civil suit. If an
employee is hurt on the job, their only relief is the workers' compen sation system,
a provision known as exclusive remedy. Regardless of the type of loss or if there
were negligence on behalf of the employer and/or employee, the exclusive remedy
provision provides medical and disability payments to the employee per statute of
the state in which the loss occurs. Therefore, the primary insurance carriers that
write this line of business do not have the ability of insureri, writing other lines of
business, such as property, to exclude acts of terrorism or war; in fact, they are
mandated to provide benefits under statute. Unfortunately, the reinsurers that
provide protection to insurance carriers in the event of catastrophic occurrences
are now excluding acts of terrorism, thereby leaving the primary insurers
5

IBID
NCCI, 2000 Accident Year Results
7
BestWeek,"P/C Industry's 2001 Was Worst Ever", Excerpt, May 27, 2002, Release 21.
8
The RMA Journal, "Terrorism Insurance Coverage for Commercial Real Estate", Kathleem M. Beans, June 2002.
9
Forbes, "The Tort Mess", Michael Reeves, April, 2002.
10
IBID
6
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completely bare to these types of events. As a result, another terrorist act could
literally wipe out the largest of primary insurance carriers such as an AIG or
Hartford due to their inability to cede off some of their risk in the form of
reinsurance. While the federal government contemplates a national disaster re lief
plan that would serve as a safety net in this type of event, some states are pushing
emergency legislation to the same end.
Before terrorism became a likely exposure, workers' compensation insurers have
been reeling with miserable underwriting results. The economy of the mid- and
late nineties helped to hide poor operational results with positive investment
income, but the current slowdown has only enhanced negative returns. Because
workers' compensation involves medical payments, the cost of healthcare has
been significant in fueling loss. Spiraling litigation and settlements also play in this
system where insurers regularly settle with claimants to avoid costly legal battles.
Workers' comp insurers have been besieged from all sides, and they have been
forced to react or expire.

ROOFING
CONTRACTORS
In some cases a roofing
contractor must pay $1. 65
in insurance for every
dollar he pays in wages .

While the cost of insurance for hazardous industry types, such as roofing and
highway construction, have always been cost-prohibitive and difficult to place, all
industry types are experiencing cost increases in workers' comp. A roofer in the
state of Florida pays $55.00 dollars per $100.00 of payroll, while he would pay only
$.59 per $100.00 for a clerical/office person. It is extremely hard at this point to
find companies willing to insure small roofing contractors due to limited premiums,
but catastrophic exposure. In the event a business is unable to find a company
willing to insure it, there is still a market of last resort sponsored by the state of
Florida. If placed in this market, the business owner is forced to pay three times
standard rates for coverage. In our example, if the roofer had weekly payroll s of
$5,000, they would have a weekly workers' comp bill of $8,250, or 165 percent of
weekly payrolls keeping in mind that it is sti ll net of health insurance and state and
federal taxes.
Property
Most Impacted: The largest spikes in cost and crunch in capacity are being
experienced by what the underwriters consider targets of terrorism: national
landmarks, sporting venues, transportation hubs and places of art and culture .
Costs to insure can range from 5-25 percent of insurable value, with maximum
limits of $300 million available.
Property insurance became a hot topic after Hurricane Andrew landed in South
Florida ten years ago inflicting over $16.6 billion in damage which, before
September 11, was the costliest event in US history. If the same storm hit
downtown Miami twenty miles north today, losses of over $48 billion would be
inflicted, within the range of estimated costs for September 11. While the threat of
a terrorist attack has always been there, it was never truly priced for in the
underwriting process of property risks. The actuaries that predict loss results were
more focused on natural disaster and theft exposure versus acts of terrorism. Now
the pricing models contemplate the odds of another strike, where it may be and
what it would cost in property damage. This exposure is impossible to predict with
any confidence level, and therefore many underwriters are excluding protection for
acts of terrorism altogether. A sen ior executive from American International Group
(AIG) summed it up in stating: "Since we cannot predict with any certainty the
frequency or severity of future events, the cost of insurance must reflect that
uncertainty; the insurance company needs to preserve its solvency."8 High-rise
buildings such as the Sears Tower and Empire State Building can only obtain up to
$300 million in limits, well below the replacement value of these buildings. The
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real exposure in many cases is falling to the bankers who hold the mortgages for
these buildings. A standoff between property managers and developers and their
respective lending institutions is occurring whereby the property owners either
cannot or refuse to obtain a reasonable level of terrorism coverage, which exposes
the bank to a total loss in the event of an occurrence. Because the value of these
assets so dramatically impacts the balance sheets of these real estate groups,
rating agencies are starting to consider the protection of these assets when
assigning credit ratings. Fitch uses modeling that estimates the impact of the loss
of a major asset on the bond value of a firm . If an uninsured loss were to occur,
and the loss has the possibility to cause a default on the bonds, Fitch is adjusting
ratings accordingly.
One hundred percent increases and more are not uncommon for property
insurance renewals this year, especially those with exposure to hurricanes and
acts of terrorism. Wind coverage for coastal property is still the most difficut to
place with few options available. In Florida, the state has financially backed an
insurer of last resort that provides only wind coverage to those unable to otherwise
find it, and that are located in specified coastal areas throughout the state. In the
case of a loss, the state has provided a line of credit of $6 billion. Losses in
excess of that amount would have to be recovered in some form of special
assessment. A direct strike on any of the state's coastal cities could severely
impact the state's economy as a whole, forcing the federal government to
intervene in all likelihood .
Medical Malpractice (Med Mal)

AFFECT ON YOU
Some doctors cannot
practice due to exurbanite
premiums or are forced to
move to large metropolitan
areas where they can
charge higher rates and
push their costs onto the
consumer.

Most Impacted: Anyone with health insurance. Cost increases are passed on to
health insurers, who in turn have passed on a 30-50 percent health insurance
increase to small business owners and their employees. Lack of available
insurance has impacted the ability of acute specialists such as cardiologists and
neurosurgeons to practice. Average premiums are in excess of $400,000 per
doctor is some regions.
In order to protect their practices from suit by their patients, and by law in most
jurisdictions, physicians must buy at least a minimal amount of medical malpractice
insurance. In December 2001, The St. Paul Companies completely pulled out of
this market after the results for the year 2001 showed that they paid out $1 .99 in
9
loss and expense countrywide for every $1.00 in premiums. This company alone
wrote 25 percent of the med mal market in 12 states, and was the second largest
writer of this coverage nationwide handling 42,000 doctors and 750 hospitals. It is
anticipated that when those policies expire, the premiums will jump 300 percent, or
over $400,000 a year for hazardous specialties such as neurosurgeons and
10
cardiologists. In the city of Las Vegas, a recent study showed that 76 percent of
all of the obstetricians had been sued at least once, with 40 percent being sued
multiple times. The ones that suffer most are those in areas where physicians do
not generate the volume or clientele to generate enough income to absorb soaring
insurance increases. This phenomenon has forced doctors out of their rural
communities to metropolitan areas. A sampling of the crisis across the country is
as follows:

•

.
www.crummer.rollins.edu/journal

In Texas, doctors protested at the state capital at what they
perceived as the lack of government support for help in obtaining
adequate coverage at a reasonable price
In Pennsylvania, Nevada and West Virginia, state-run medical
malpractice pools have been started, now putting the respective
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states in the position of being the financial backing for the writing
of this insurance type.
•

In Florida, policies that have limits of $25,000 are being sold at
premium of $50,000 just so the physicians can stay within statute
by showing some form of coverage .

This phenomenon impacts everyone, but especially the businesses that attract and
retain employees through the use of benefit packages. In order to merely offer
health insurance, most employers are required to pay at least 50 percent ci the
cost of major medical insurance, and sometimes 100 percent. Therefore, the
business owner must find a way to absorb the cost increases that are being
passed on by health insurers, without alienating their employee base.
Directors' and Officers' Insurance
Most Impacted: Public companies and their shareholders. The ability to attract
and retain a board of directors' in the litigious atmosphere of the financial markets
has been impacted by the director's exposure to shareholder class action slits. In
the cases of both Enron and Anderson, policy limits are far less than the actual
exposures of the directors', exposing them to personal liability.
NO COVERAGE FOR
EXECUTIVES
More than ever, executives
and board members
working for companies
with questionable
accounting practices are
uninsurable

To most, being picked as a director on a corporate board is an honor sweetened
by a compensation package that typically includes some ownership participation in
the company. After the Enron and Arthur Anderson debacles, business executives
are going to be more careful of what they wish for. Directors' and Officers'
insurance is a type of insurance that provides policy limits to defend the directors'
and officers' of a corporation in the event of a lawsuit in which they are named
individually, which in turn is geared to protect the personal estates of these
individuals. In most cases, the exposure arises from shareholder suits levied
against the company in the event of mismanagement. The executives at Enron all
share a $350 million policy among them, a limit that has already been exhausted.
Shareholder lawsuits charge that Enron officers and directors pocketed $1.1 billion
selling their own Enron shares between 1998 and 2001 while they covered up the
company's dire financial condition with fraudulent accounting gimmicks. Angry ex employees saw about $1 .3 billion, or 62 percent, of their 401 (k) retirement money
invested in Enron stock evaporate . Wrongdoings at Anderson have also brought
corporate executives into the crosshairs of shareholders, making their personal
estates targets of plaintiffs in search of any deep pocket to help them recoup the
massive losses incurred by the company in the preceding months. These recent
high -profile cases have instigated a wave of pricing increases and insurance
unavailability for some public companies, leading to the resignation of some board
members that fear their potential risk is not worth the exposure that is now evident.
Companies that have fallen on hard times in current times such as K Mart and
Lucent are having trouble finding any insurer willing to take on the risks associated
with the stewardship of their respective directors' and officers'.
Policy limits were often given in the past to corporations with only superficial
underwriting being done by the underwriter. Should the underwriting team of the
directors and officers insurance have known about the imminent meltdown at
Enron?
Apparently so according to The Chubb Companies, a lead Enron
underwriter that terminated the department responsible for insuring this risk and
blamed this event as the reason for their employees not receiving corporate
bonuses. Underwriters are not scratching the surface in evaluating companies for
coverage at this point in time, but are rather looking for reasons to decline the risk
before taking a chance on an unknown or volatile company. Who knowingly
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insures companies like Kmart or Xerox that feature big names on their board, but
who both have been troubled financially? Those who are officers of a corporation
or who serve on a board of directors' need to first evaluate their own personal
exposure to this wave of litigation, and then whether there is a policy to defend
them individually in the case of a suit. Questions on the proper amount of policy
limits, and who the policy defends and when, are becoming very hot topics as
business leaders struggle to serve their corporate community without exposing
themselves on a personal basis. If an answer is not found soon, there will be a
rapid exodus from board seats countrywide.

Top 10 US Catastrophes
Year

Event

Total Losses
(Billions)

1)

2001

WTC/Pentagon

$30-70

2)

1992

Hurricane Andrew

$16.6

3)

1994

Northridge Earthquake

$12.5

4)

1989

Hurricane Hugo

$4.2

5)

1998

Hurricane Georges

$3.0

6)

2001

Tropical Storm Allison

$2.5

7)

1995

Hurricane Opal

$2.1

8)

1999

Hurricane Floyd

$2.0

9)

2001

St. Louis Hailstorm

$1.9

10)

1993

Midwest Blizzard

$1.8

*Anderson study estimates

For more information about th is article or insurance in genera l you're welcome to
contact Paul Hughes, CEO, Risk Transfer, Inc. at phughes@risktra nsferinc.com or
ca ll (407) 481 -9363.
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Stunning Presentations
By: James P. Gilbert, Ph.D.

In the last two issues of the CRUMMER JOURNAL we had some fun "punching up"
PowerPoint® presentations. In this issue, I would like to tum our attention to
presentations from the data: that is, using Excel® to make presentations . Almost
every businessperson I meet indicates that their firm is "data driven." This being so,
it seems that more presentations should come from the data analysis which today is
frequently being performed in Excel®.
james p. gilbert
crummer professor

BLACK IS BETTER
PowerPoint® presentations
done in black and white
are encouraged in internal
meetings.
"Clarity rules over color"

INK IS GOOD
A large share of the ink on
a slide should be
dedicated to the data.

Several of our Crummer graduates have been nice enough to send along comments
about the previous columns-my thanks to all of you! Some were of particular
interest as they pointed out that in their companies fancy "whiz bang" presentations
in stunning colors are frowned upon. Alex Matulich - MBA '98, is now working for
United Defense where PowerPoint® presentations are to have "minimal frills." He
states that for his organization "font size, content positioning/spacing, and illustrative
graphics and animations pertinent to the topic ... are the crucial elements to getting
the message across."
Keven Shaw ('88), Vice President, Technology Program Manager for Bank One,
relates that PowerPoint® presentations that use color are discouraged in internal
meetings. Management shows fiscal restraint in using shareholders' money wisely
by using only what is necessary to get the message across. He states, "Clarity
rules over color for us."
These comments got me thinking about data presentation discussions that I have in
my Quantitative Analysis course here at Rollins College . For many years, I have
encouraged our students to develog presentations from the data and deliver the
insights and conclusions from Excel . My reference for much of tt-e discussion is a
wonderful book by Edward R. Tufte entitled The Visual Display of Quantitative
Information, published by Graphics Press of Cheshire, Connecticut (1983, ISBN: 09613921 -0-X). Tufte first introduced me to the term "Data Ink." Data Ink is "the
non -erasable core of a graphic, the non-redundant ink arranged in response to
variation in the numbers represented" (1983: 93). He believes that "A large share of
ink on a graphic should present data-information .. ." (1983: 93). I especially like
his fundamental principle of good statistical graphics: "Above all else show the data"
(1983: 92).
To get us started, I have selected some data from the Florida Comprehensive
Assessment Test (FCAT) for the 2002 eighth grade class.
This series of
examinations is of critical importance to Florida K-12 schools as each is graded on
the results which translates into additional funding and stature for schools that
perform well. Let's take a look at some descriptive statistics for this data set with
our "data ink" concept in mind.
There are 72 rows in the data set that are the schools districts in the State of
Florida. Only two of the columns are of interest here: Mean Scale Scores for both
Reading and Mathematics. One of the first things we might do with a new data set
is plot the data to get a visualization of the range and variability of scores. Graph 1
illustrates a typical Excel® scatter chart for the Reading data. I have used reference
numbers on the X-axis to hide the district names. The graph shows that most
districts scored between about 680 and 720 with a couple significantly above or
below those numbers. I have eliminated the graph background, changed the default
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font size for more readability, and deleted all horizontal gridlines.

Graph 1
Grade 8: FCAT District Reading Results for 2002
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As we have two resu lts of interest (Reading and Mathematics), often these are
plotted on separate graphs. This is not necessary here and requires our audience
to study both graphs to get a sense of the data set. Let's combine the co lumns on a
single scatter chart and also eliminate the connecting lines between plot points (see
Graph 2). I have also changed the default plot points with gray-scale icons. To do
this, insert a icon or button from your clip art collection or from the web anywhere on
the sheet. Highlight the inserted button and resize as needed . Then, copy (CTRLC) the button into memory. Select any data point in the graph (this selects all data
points from the respective data column). Then paste (CTRL -V) which will replace
the default point with your button. Finally, delete the resized clip art button that you
inserted.
In Graph 2, I have set up two Y-axes: one for Reading scores and one for
Mathematics scores. In on ly a few seconds, the human eye is able to clearly
distinguish the two data columns. Please notice that I have also added two
additional descriptive statistics to the graph (using the line drawing tool). The Yaxes show the range of the data (the range frame) by adding a line with the drawing
tool bar for the maximum and minimum points in the respective data. Therefore,
each Y-axis becomes the indicator for its particular range. The mean for each
column is illustrated with a small horizontal line on the Y-axes.
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Graph 2
Grade 8: FCAT District Reading and Mathematics Results for 2002
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Graph 2 is more "data rich" and a better use of our data ink. However, with a bit
more imagination and work we can add even more descriptive statistical information
to our chart.
In Graph 3, we see that the Y-axes have been changed again. This time we show
the range, mean and quartiles for both Reading and Mathematics. We now have a
descriptive statistics graph that is very rich in information about our Grade 8 mean
scale scores. This is a much-improved use of data ink from the typical two-graph
presentation of scatter data .

Gn1ph 3
Grade B: FCAT Oinrict Readll'l!I and Mathematics Results for 2002
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If you like the concept of data ink, send your comments to me at
jqilbert@rollins.edu. I will develop this concept further in future columns .
www .crummer.rollins.edu/journal
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The Central Florida Economy
By: David M. Currie, Ph.D.

David M. Currie
Professor of Economics
Crummer Graduate School of Business
Rollins College

david m. currie
crummer professor

Perhaps the best that can be said of Central Florida's economy as we approach
late 2002 is that it is muddling through. None of the figures point toward disaster,
but none of them provide encouragement that a boom is on the way.
Attendance at area theme parks has almost recovered following the September 11
disaster. Universal and Sea World report attendance at last year's levels, but
Disney still has not made up the lost ground. This sounds like things are improving,
but other figures paint a different picture. People are more difficult to attract and
they're not booking far in advance.
The difficulty of attracting visitors is reflected in hotel statistics. Occupancy rates
were down slightly to about 66% in mid -June compared to the year earlier. But to
keep the rooms filled hotels had to offer lower rates, reducing contribution margins.
To keep visitors from moving to name hotels at reduced prices, owners have
begun to offer more amenities with the rooms, lead ing to cost increases. The result
is that hotels operating on limited budgets or with little financial cushion are having
an especially difficult time .
Two lights on the horizon are an improving economy in the United Kingdom and a
devaluation of the US dollar. Foreign visitors account for almost 50% of the
attendance at area theme parks . One of the largest groups is from the UK, where
the economy grew at almost a 4% annual rate in the latest quarter. The pound has
appreciated more than 11 % against the dollar since its trough in late January. The
dollar also has devalued recently against the Euro, so that should help attract
German visitors once the economy there improves.
Further muddling is reflected in Central Florida's unemployment rate , which
increased slightly to 5.2% in June. This was only a modest change from May's
figure of 5.1 %, but it was the highest rate of unemployment in June since 1994.
New jobs are being created in Central Florida, but not as quickly as the influx of
people to fill them. Therefore the unemployment rate goes up.

Related economic news
Universal Studios is in play because its parent company, Vivendi, is facing
financial difficulties. Don't be surprised to see in the news before long that
Universal is owned by someone else. Vivendi needs the cash to pay down a large
debt.
GDP data concerning the 2001 recession were revised recently. The new data
shows that the recession was deeper than previously thought and lasted three
quarters rather than only one. This means that two quarters that earlier looked like
modest growth instead became modest contractions. Actually, revisions such as
this take place all the time, and frequently the direction of the revision is reversed.
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It's the old problem of 'do you want information quickly or do you want it to be
reliable?' The first estimates of GDP are released only one month after the end of
the quarter, so the data is incomplete. As new information comes in the earlier
estimates are revised. Studies have shown that the estimate predicts the correct
direction less than 90% of the time, so there is a 10% chance that an expansion
will be revised to a contraction or vice versa.
Who could have predicted the corporate shenan igans and their effect on
investors? Just when it seemed that the market was recovering from September
11 and the burst of the dot -com bubble, along come the revelations of accounting
games. It seems to me that the best way to restore investor confidence is to see a
few more of these crooks handcuffed and led away.
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Reporters Happen - so do published mistakes
By: Pat Beall, Ed itor, Orlando Business Journal

pat beall
editor,
Orlando Business Journal

JOURNALISM
Good journalism is
honorable and most of the
people in it are. But the
profession is not.

"OFF THE RECORD"
It does not exist. Anything
you say is fair game

The challenge for a business person is to deal with the one without contributing to
the other. It's a relatively straightforward and easily learned skill, assuming that
you first understand (a) The One Great Lie, (b) why so many reporters dress so
bad ly and (c) the little-known Bill of Rights for interviewees. Let's start with the Lie:
Journalism is an honorable profession . Good journalism is indeed honorable, the
people working in it are by and large honorable - despite what we write about
each other in the trade press. But journalism is not a profession. Accounting is a
profession. Brain surgery is a profession. Both have minimum and universally
accepted standards of excellence, and, while quality may vary, in genera l, you'll
find that one set of books - or stitches - is handled pretty much the same way
no matter which CPA, or operating room, you happen to land in . Draw outside
those established lines, and you may find yourself in court, a la the post-Enron
Arthur Andersen. Journalism, though , is Matt Drudge and the New York Times . It is
Thomas Friedman 's Pulitzer Prize-winning columns on Israel and The McLaughlin
Group's panel of vein -popping, tomato-faced screamers . It encompasses the
brilliant and the insufferable. That's why the American news media so closely
resembles the Big Top: Anything broad enough to shelter the dazzling diversity of
the First Amendment is going to be colorful enough to be mistaken for a circus.
Anyone, anywhere can become a reporter. There are no tests . No secret
handshakes, no Masonic rings . If you were to lay down that MBA tomorrow and
launch a career as a gossip columnist, some publication somewhere would
eventually take you seriously. And if they didn't, there is always the Internet. What
this means to you is that there are no hard -and -fast rules all journalists adhere to :
Not on ethics, fair comment, dangling participles (see previous sentence) or even
the time of day. Thus, your good relationship with a reporter from one paper does
not mean a reporter from another paper - or even another reporter from the same
paper - will treat you the same way.
For example, the phrase "off the record" to one reporter may mean something else
entirely to someone else. At one point, some wag at the Washington Post chalked
up seven separate ways to talk to a reporter: On the record, off the record, not for
attribution, deep background and three others even I can't remember.
Some papers will allow unnamed sources to be quoted; some won't use them at
all; some will use them only when there is some type of identifying feature (i .e., "a
high -ranking State Department official close to the war plans"); some will use them
on a case-by-case basis; some change their policy every time they change their
editors. And there's more. Some reporters will honor your off-the-record request
only if you make it before you spill the beans. Others will cut you some slack if you
realize too late that you talked a little too freely. Others may nod yes, but will later
print the item and tell you that they never verbally agreed to any such off-the record request. Those great variations in basic reporting are the signal that you
may be dealing with a talented, creative, bright person who is extremely
professional in his dealings. But that is not the same thing as dealing with a
licensed member of a standardized, regulated profession, no matter how many
years he or she toiled to receive his or her master's degree in journalism.
If journalism were a true profession, then the editor's position at OBJ would have
gone to any one of our three-going-on -four reporters with master's degrees - not
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WHY GOOD
REPORTERS DRESS
BAD
They're just interested in
getting the story

to the community college dropout. Which brings us to (b): Why do so many good
reporters dress so bad? There was a time when I could pretty much tell if someone
was a good reporter by the shape of their shoes . Good shoes=bad reporter.
Scuffed -up, down at the heel footwear=good reporter. With the Internet serving up
so much data desk-side, there's not as much reason these days for good reporters
to wear out their shoe leather chasing down documents and interviews. But the
general scruffiness speaks to a point of view that's frequently missed by critics who
insist on labeling the media as either liberal, or politically biased: Reporters just
don't care. Reporters just want a good story. Good reporters in particular don't
care if it's a story about Clinton or a story about W. They care about getting the
story. The story is The Grail. They will work 24/7 for it, time that they could have
spent at the laundromat or the dry cleaners or Thom Mccann. If they are doing
their job, then whatever their original assumption was about the nature of the story
will have changed at least once, as they gathered and absorbed new facts. When
they finally get the story published, if it is in fact a strong story, then their reward is
that friends, old school chums and relatives of those criticized in the story will call
and yell at them. Other reporters, jealous, will say bad things about them to editors
and maybe even make them pick up the lunch tab. For a reporter, that's as good
as it gets. Not to put too fine a point on it, but to embrace this as a way of life
speaks to a certain, ah, perversity of nature . People who think this way simp ly do
not respond well to chirpy public relations people - or for that matter, chirpy
executive vice presidents. That's why something that seems perfectly newsworthy
to a company's marketing department may fall on deaf ears when it's pitched to a
reporter. And all too often, good public relations or marketing people have been
given the boot because there was a fundamental misunderstanding by their clients
or bosses as to how peop le in the news media think, and what it is they are looking
for, or why they weren't publishing the company's spin on an issue. Which, lu cki ly
for PR departments everywhere, brings us back to the Big Top: The definition of a
suitable story varies dramatically from media outlet to media outlet.
A weekly newspaper photographer may not attend your press conference, but TV
stations might. And what may be an unacceptable item for one section of OBJ say, a profile of a businessman on the front page - might sti ll get published as a
snapshot in the Entrepreneur section, or a Q&A on the tech page. But be careful
what you wish for. A cell mate of mine at the Florida edition of the Wall Street
Journal used to keep a file of peop le who had written to her, asking that she write
about their companies or products in WSJ. Later, after she had done her usual,
clear-eyed, even -handed job of dissecting the company or product seventy
different ways - not all of them positive - the business owners would call and
ask her, weeping, why they had been singled out.
And she would politely fax them their own letter.

INTERVIEWEE BILL OF
RIGHTS
You have the right to
respond to the most
horrific questions a
reporter may ask. It may
be in your best interest to
do so.

This goes straight to the heart of (c): the interviewee's bill of rights. This is a tricky
one. Most interviewees don't know about it because most interviewers don't know
about it. But it goes something like this. You have a right to respond to the most
horrific questions, put to you in a direct, professional manner. This little illumination
came to me several years ago, during the trial of a stunning young white woman
who had been accused of lying under oath on behalf of her boss, an African American city councilman. The unspoken part of the intensive media coverage the part that was still filtering into stories as innuendo - was that the two were
having an affair. An especially descriptive phrase was coined in the courthouse
press room to describe the supposed offspring of that affair. But in all the gallons
of ink and precious minutes of air time, no one ever came out and simply asked
either one: "Were you sleeping together?" You cannot refute what you have not
been asked. You cannot begin to explain something if the reporter stops short of
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asking for an explanation, no matter how embarrassing it is for both people. And
that is why you have an absolute right not to be asked half a question. Reporters
who want to write fire -breathing stories should be able to buck up and make sure
they ask all the questions, even the really awful ones, even at the risk of getting
kicked out of the interview. Conversely, business people and others who are being
interviewed on a sensitive subject need to understand that the reporter who asks
you the meanest questions may be your best friend . Or not: Which is why the
interviewee has an inalienable right to tape the interview.
About author
Pat Beall is editor of Orlando Business Journal, recently voted by the Florida Press
Club as the best weekly newspaper in Florida. During the five years of her tenure,
OBJ has won more than 200 state and regional awards, as well as two national
SABEW awards for breaking news coverage .
In the past three years, she has won three first place Green Eyeshade awards for
editorial writing, as well as six first place awards for editorials, columns and
criticism from the Florida Press Club, the Florida Press Association and the
Sunshine State awards.
She is the 1995 recipient of the Claudia Ross Award for Investig ative Journalism.
Her stories on municipal financing prompted Orange County to become the first in
the nation to competitively bid billions of dollars in finance contracts.
She counts as her career high points: finagling her way onto the Wall Street
Journal staff, despite the lack of a college education and an unfortunate tendency
to refer to WSJ Managing Editor Paul Steiger as "ya'II" in her job interview; and her
status as a two line footnote in the 1992 edition of the Almanac of American
Politics .
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Marketing Strategies That Work
Dr. An derson shares four decades of
insight into what works and what
doesn't in marketing
By: Elizabeth Cruickshank, MBA '92
elizabeth cruickshank
MBA '92

A SECRET TO SUCCESS
Treat your employees as
customers . "If you market
to your employees, they
will market to your
customers."

Dr. Carol Anderson may be ending her teach ing caree r at Crummer, but her focus
is on the future . I asked Dr. Anderson, a pub lished author and an authority on the
subject of retail marketing, to share her views on effective marketing srategies.
She also described some of the biggest marketing mistakes compan ies can make,
and what differentiates those who are successful from those who are failures.
What, in your opinion, are the secrets of effective
marketing?
Companies who create effective marketing plans put customers
first. They understand what the customer's needs are and they
communicate how they are able to fulfil l those needs . They
also treat their employees as customers following the
phi losophy, "If you market to your emp loyees, they will market
to your customers ." Companies like Disney, Dell , Samsung,
and Best Buy all exhibit effective marketing attributes which include exceptional
service, innovative supply chain, distribution processes, and location strategy.
They also have the ability to adapt to new market conditions and consumer
characteristics . They are innovative and have the ability to reposition the company
and products as necessary. Effective marketers can use technology for both
products and processes to deliver quality, value, and price.
What is the single biggest mistake you've seen companies make?
The basic things marketers should know, but often don't, before creating or
executing a marketing plan are: know your customer; know your product; know
your company; know you r competitors (present and potential); and know your
mission and objectives. But, above all, you must know your personal and
company values, and live up to them - always. In my estimation, any of the
following could qualify for the "single biggest mistake" in marketing plan design and
implementation, depending upon the situation . The plan is too vague . There is
lack of empowerment for those implementing the plan . The company has
insufficient resources to carry out the plan effectively, or upper management
doesn't support the plan. Using subjective opinion rather than objective data when
formulating the plan, or designing a plan that is not consistent with the company's
strategic vision and mission can also cause it to fail.
What differentiates companies who are successful marketers from those
who were failures?
Companies who are successfu l marketers exhibit many common characteristics, to
a substantial degree. They have a clear strategic direction. They know where
they have been , where they're going, and the key success factors that got them
there. They also have the flexibility to adapt to dynamic and changing markets
without losing track of their goals. They focu s on core competencies and key
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successes rather than competitors .

ETHICS WORKS
"When ethical values are
absent from business
decisions, some form of
disaster generally will
result."

Successful companies also have an organization al culture that encourages and
rewards innovation and creativity. In many cases, these companies are willing to
tear up the old way of doing business to ad apt to new markets and opportunities.
They demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between price, value, and
quality, and in some cases, this includes the time and effort expended by the
customer.
Compa nies and nonprofits who are unsuccessful marketers prey on their
customers, suppliers, and other stakeholders and don't adhere to ethical
standards. They may be successfu l in the short run , but when ethical values are
absent from business decisions, some form of disaster generally will result.
Recent cases include Enron and Arthur Andersen, and hordes of others who are
currently under investigation for inappropriate bus iness practices. Most of these
are wonderful companies with enviab le business histories, but it has only taken the
misdeeds of a few key people to cause misery for many others.
Can you give some examples of companies who are successful marketers?
There are several in the United States including Disney, Dell, Best Buy, and e-Bay.
Outside the United States, one standout is Korea's Samsung , and another is
Hindustan Lever Ltd., a subsidiary of Great Britain's Unilever PLC .
When you look at Disney's marketing strategy, on e consistent company attribute
always surfaces . They see service as performance. They clearly communicate
roles and scripts for "cast" members and their "guests" or cu stomers . Their high
quality standards are cons istent when presenting the "Disney image," both
backstage and frontstage (to the guests). Th ey have set the standard for excellent
customer service throughout the entertainment and service industries, and they
are consistent in their application of th e Disney im age and positioning across
multiple product lines. When they choose to introduce a product line inconsistent
with Disney's core values, they preserve this image by introducing the new product
under another name such as Buena Vista Films.
Dell Computer is another good examp le. They have achieved marketing success
through innovative supply chain and distribution processes. Michael Dell , an early
pioneer in direct marketing of computers to con sumers, was the first to sell
computers directly over the internet. As the PC market has matured however, Dell
has recognized that they have reached a strategic inflection point and must shift
their focus to small business owners and managers for computer sales and related
services . Their hybrid strategy of low cost, focus, and differentiation has resulted in
spectacular growth from a small entrepreneurship to a leading e-commerce
company.
Best Buy, a leading discount mass merchandiser of consum er electronics and
music products, uses value- based pricing strategy for qu ality brands and products.
They focus on best-selling lines and consumer trends, all presented in large,
spacious stores with attractive merchandise displays, and on an increasingly
important web-site. Their strategy is to move toward the more upscale discount
specialty merchandisers or "category killers," rather than the previous low-end
mass merchandiser channel. Pressure on margins drives Best Buy to have more
efficient operations and synergies throughout the company to control costs, and to
provide capita l for new stores, new markets, and the acquisition of other chains
like Sam Goody's music stores.
eBay, the largest online seller of collectibles, autos, and many other products, has
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become successful through a "location strategy" within the virtual marketplace.
eBay was a pioneer in creating a new-age location strategy with the characteristics
of an online mall (or sometimes a flea market), where buyers and sellers could
engage in auction-type transactions. eBay's competitive advantage is in the
relationship that they develop and maintain with each of their constituencies, or
what they call "social capital." They take a commission on every trade, plus other
fees charged to participants and they encourage buyers and sellers to rate each
other, thereby controlling the quality of their sellers and transactions . They remain
competitive by constantly expanding product lines, each with its own manger, and
attracting individuals and large companies such as Disney, IBM, and Home Depot
as sellers and buyers.
Outside the U.S., successful marketers exhibit many of the same attributes such
as innovation, repositioning, and the ability to fill the needs of specialized
consumer groups. Samsung's highly focused strategy to become Korea's first
great global company led them to develop partnerships and strategic alliances with
companies like Dell, Compaq, IBM, and Hewlett-Packard. Samsung has spent
millions of dollars repositioning their products as 'high-quality' and 'high-tech' in
order to achieve their goal to be competitive with Sony in the eyes of Western
consumers, and to overcome the old im age of cheap TV sets and microwaves sold
in the U.S . market in the 1970's and 1980's. They also added more Englishspeaking non-Koreans to their board and management team in an attempt to
operate more like a Western multinational company.

Hindustan Lever Ltd ., a subsidiary of Great Britain's Unilever PLC, is filling the
needs of low -income consumers living in abject poverty, primarily the 4 billion
people worldwide in the underserved and emerging markets of the third world .
They have changed the traditional business model to adapt to the needs of
Hindustan's poor who desire, but are unable to afford, typical size consumer
packages of detergents and personal care products. They distribute single-use or
"sachet" size packages through small kiosks , on carts taken to villages, and
through local people selling to their neighbors and townspeople. Promotion is
primarily th rough word-of-mouth and educational programs that teach consumers
how to use the products. Hindustan has developed unconventional partnerships,
gaining the support and trust of the local population . They use "observational"
research to determine market trends and lower costs over the long term, partially
by tapping the local labor supplies in the communities they serve. As a result,
sales of these small single-use packages are growing faster than sales of their
larger counterparts.
The local economy also benefits from the creation of
commerce and jobs in low-income areas, and the poor can now buy high-quality
products with the same brand name as top tier consumers .
Could you describe a few of the companies wh o have had great success with
simple or interesting campaigns?
Two examples quickly come to mind: Arizona Iced Tea and the Gillette company.
Arizona Iced Tea was introduced to the market with great success without media
advertising, just by maximizing the use of beverage distribution channels and using
creative bottle designs. The Gillette company's introduction of the Mach Ill razor is
a great example of marketing planning - although not simple. The Mach Ill was
introduced after 10 years of research, with the expectation that it would cannibalize
sales of its Sensor Excel and other models. The time was spent on product
development, product and consumer research throughout the world, and
development of the product's value proposition: "The closest shave in fewer
strokes - with less irritation ." This slogan expressed the basic need expressed by
men across national borders and ethnic groups. The company spent $750 million
in development costs, and $300 million in initial marketing campaign expenditures.
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The marketing campaign consisted of coordinated media ads, point-of-purchase
promotional materials, etc., backed up by efficient distribution and inventory
availability. The result: Mach Ill became the top selling razor and blade in North
America and Europe in just six months. A combination of long -ra nge planning, a
good understanding of customer likes and dislikes relative to shaving, and the
ability to convey this in a to-the-point positioning statement really paid off.
Switching subjects, Dr. Anderson, how do you plan to spend your
retirement?
The word "retired" citen has a negative connotation - that a person is at the end
of a career, so I prefer the word "reFirement" - getting ready for whatever comes
next. I look at this as a beginning rather than an end to something - just a new
phase of life. There are so many new and exciting options available to me that I do
not ever expect to be bored . There's so much that I don't know and would like to
learn - some serious, some fun, some "arty" - I may even audit some Crummer
classes! Personal spiritual growth is also tigh on my list - to keep everything else
in proper perspective.
What would you consider your greatest single accomplishment to date?
I never consider that I've completely 'finished' something to my satisfaction,
without the realization that it could have been done better. Because people often
view the word 'accomplishment' in different ways, and to satisfy my curiosity about
its 'true' meaning, I checked my trusty Webster's dictionary for some help in
answering this question . Webster defines 'accomplish' or 'accomplishment' in
terms of something that has been done successfully, made complete, perfected,
etc. Well, I've finished a lot of things - but am still working on that 'perfected' part.
However, I have completed some things with considerable success, such as
working my way through Cornell University as an undergraduate, my 8 years in
retailing in New York and Dallas, and returning to school where I acquired three
graduate degrees plus 30 hours post-baccalaureate at Texas A&M and the
University of Houston (as a single mother with three children). My teaching and
my relationships with students and colleagues have been particularly rewarding.
The simplest answer to your question is perhaps that life has taught me many
lessons, and each event has made rre stronger and more sensitive to those
around me.
I have been truly blessed in so many ways.
But, whatev.er
accomplishments I might claim, those accomplishments could not have happened
without the help of the Almighty - and He knows that I'm still a work -in-process!
About Author
Elizabeth is a fifteen year veteran in management consulting and also works as a
professional writer. She's currently completing an adventure novel for publication
submission. Elizabeth has a Bachelor of Arts degree from the Uni-.ersity of Central
Florida and graduated from Crummer with her MBA in '92.
She's also a proud mother of two sets of twins - Duncan, John, Rachel, and
Elizabeth. You can reach her at (757) 638-7158 or ecruick007@aol.com
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Management In Paradise
Secondmyear EAMBA student
Lisa Ali is acquiring management
skills to run her family's oilindustry company in Trinidad.
By: Warren Miller, MBA '90
warren miller
MBA '90

Most Crummer students, and most college students anywhere, would happily take
a summer job in an exotic location . For rising second-year EAMBA student Lisa
Ali, it's just a return home between school years. Lisa, 27, is a vice-president of
Trinidad Oilfield Supply, Ltd . (TOSL}, the business founded by her father and
grandfather in 1979. And her assignment at Crummer is simple: acquire the
general management skills needed for a senior executive role in the family
business.

Lisa has earned two undergraduate degrees in Canada , a bachelor's degree in
economics from the University of Western Ontario in 1996 and a business degree
from the University of Windsor in 1998. "I always wanted to study business, but in
Canadian universities, you needed to major in another subject first."
But it's her management experience that's unusual for an EAMBA student. Lisa
took TOSL through the International Standards Organization (ISO) 9002
certification process, which was completed in 2000. ISO certification is the
international standard for quality assurance, and has become a requirement in
many industries, such as small oil-industry supply companies whose clients
include major petroleum producers. To receive certification for ISO standards, a
company must document every action taken by its personnel and the possible
outcomes. The result is a highly detailed operating plan for an organization ...
adherence to or deviation from which is audited on a regular basis to assure the
quality of the company's products and/or services.
Lisa started working with TOSL in 1998 in quality assurance, assigned to internal
auditing of operations. The company began its ISO certification process in June of
that year. The initial work was assigned to company managers ... until TOSL
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realized how much work was involved. Lisa was given the job of documenting
every action that every member of the company took .
"Everyone had their job in their head but didn't want to write it down," Lisa recalls .
"TOSL wanted to go paperless, but ISO requires a lot of record-keeping ."
Certification was granted in October 2000 .
Lisa is right at home in Crummer, which has a strong operations program. Among
her favorite professors is operations guru Dr. Barry Render. "Lisa is a rarity in our
program, not only because of her interest in operations, but her experience," says
Dr. Render "This is a place with a very strong operations group."
Still, Lisa's goals for her Crummer education go beyond operations management.
The oldest of three children, and the only one of the three yet to work in the family
business, she is being groomed eventually to become CEO of Trinidad Oilfield
Supply. Dr. Render says that Crummer's program is intend ed for that career track.
"The reality is that even though students want to take courses in their field of
interest, the concentrations are not that important. The strength of Crummer is that
it's a general management MBA program."
Lisa will need a broad- based education. "The big challenge facing TOSL is to
remain competitive," she says. "The oil industry is very active in the southern
Caribbean, and we have strong, local companies that we compete with. Our
product line is starting to include more environmental protection and remediation
products. Plus, TOSL is moving from being a distributor to an engineering services
company. It's an exciting time for us ."
Engineering and operations may operate by global standards ... but business does
not. Lisa has noted some major differences between business - and daily life between Trinidad and the U.S. "People in Trinidad are more casual in their dress,
but more formal in addressing people. No one wears a tie ... it can be very hot! But
they'll address a client or business associate, even someone they know, as 'Mr.
this or that.' Our typical business hours are about the same, generally about 8:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m., but they're more flexible, I think, than they are here. And in
Trinidad, nothing is open on Sunday!"
Daily life is very different, Lisa says . Although she's enjoying her time at Crummer,
she has looked forward to trips back to Trinidad and visits to Orlando by her family
and friends. "All of my family lives in a small city, Marbella, on Trinidad . We just
drop in each other. Here, I have to call someone to make sure they're home, there
you just drop over. And I don't know my neighbor next door in my apartment
complex. In Marbella, we know everyone in the entire neighborhood."
If Lisa brings a global outlook to her EAMBA program at Crummer, she will bring
an equally global outlook, and education, to Trinidad Oilfield Supply, Ltd . when she
returns to work there full-time next year.
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